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AIRPORT AND AIRSPACE MODELING

AIRTOP is the leading modeling platform providing support to assess and
improve airspace, airport airside and passenger terminal capacities. The
modular software allows scenario editing, simulation and reporting for
airspace and airport environments through a single sophisticated interface that
includes highly interactive 2D maps and 3D views. The WIZer module for ACCs and
Airports, connects to live data streams, presents short term forecasts of air traffic complexity,
controller workload and airport performance indicators, and offer real-time what-if-analysis
functions to provide airport and airspace demand capacity balancing.

AIRSPACE MODELING
EN-ROUTE TRAFFIC & ATC
Assess and improve en-route airspace capacity by modeling
en-route traffic and ATC procedures complexity. Includes
rule-based modeling of controller workload (events and
monitoring), conflict detection & resolution, letter of
agreement, tactical re-routing and level/speed control,
sector opening scheme.

Large scale simulation of US NAS Airspace (EnRoute, 22 TMAs/TRACONs
with Flow Management measures).

AIRPORT TMA/TRACON
Assess and improve airport terminal airspace capacity
by modeling TMA/TRACON ATC procedures as well as
aircraft movements and sequencing. Includes modeling of
controller workload (events and monitoring), runway system
sequencing, vectoring/speed/holding based flow control
etc.

NETWORK/ATFM AND 4D TBOS
Assess and improve network and flow management
procedures by modeling 4D Trajectory Based Operations (4D
TBOs). Includes modeling of Demand Capacity Balancing
(DCB) measures (AMAN, time constraint or distance based
point-in-space metering, re-routing, level capping, etc).

WIZER ACC
Real-Time Air Traffic Complexity Assessment Tool: Support
ACC supervisors’ and flow managers’ decision making by
providing live forecast of future air traffic situation and
sector loads. Provides real-time What-If Analysis by testing
alternative sector configurations, altitudes and/or routes.

AIRPORT MODELING
AIRSIDE AIRCRAFT
Assess and improve airport airside complexity and capacity
by modeling aircraft parking/gate allocation, taxi flow
control, runway entry or exit selection, runway sequencing
and crossing, turn-around management, long-term parking,
de-icing procedure, ground metering / DMAN.

TMA and Airside simulation of Frankfurt airport (aircraft and tugs).

AIRSIDE VEHICLE
Assess and improve airport airside capacity by modeling
ground service vehicle movements (tugs, buses, refueling
trucks, baggage tractor, cargo loader, etc.) including
rule-based allocation per flight, parking location, speed
control, service duration and optimization.

Integrated simulation of passengers, airside aircraft and vehicles.

PASSENGER TERMINAL
Assess and improve airport terminal capacity by modeling
passenger movements. Includes rule-based modeling of
check-in, passport control, security control, immigration,
baggage claim, retail, waiting area, boarding processes with
custom queue path and flow control.

Rule-based airport passenger terminal modeling.

RUNWAY CAPACITY ANALYSIS
Assess existing and future runway system capacity, taking
into account existing demand / schedules, or demand
defined as fleet mix percentages (wake turbulence
%, departure / arrival %, relative % of demand per
time steps etc.
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